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Abstract
Over the past few decades cellular services have gained phenomenal
evolution and progress in every aspect such as subscribers, data
rates, services, etc. Observing the current trends in coming up
with better techniques to efficiently utilize resources mainly
covering the frequency spectrum and optimizing the shared
network resources 5G is considered to be the next benchmark in
wireless broadband services. 5G is anticipated to be a unifying
technology accommodating large number of subscribers and
maintaining quality of service. Currently specifications for 4G LTE
Advanced have been finalized and several studies on prospective
features available in upcoming 5G technology are under debate
and discussion. This report provides a comprehensive survey
for on prospective modifications in the current architecture and
potential updated attractive features expected in 5G technology.
Conclusively a pin pointed difference between 4G LTE Advanced
and 5G is stated based on the knowledge gathered from available
literature and relevant discussions.
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I. Introduction
The prime objective behind mobile telephone technology, first
introduced in 1980, was to connect with people anytime anywhere
[1]. This analogue system was able to transport merely plain voice
over the wireless channels. As this mobile phone phenomenon
grew popular among populace, telecom companies began to design
better mobile phone networks to accommodate growing number of
subscribers. 1G technology brought forward with it some security
concerns like eavesdropping, among others. These issues were
addressed in second generation (2G) system, introduced in early
1990 in Europe [2].
2G used digital encryption to improve security and packet switching
to increase spectrum efficiency resulting in secure data transfer
and better connectivity. It also offered data services like SMS.
Second Generation Mobile Network continued to adapt to market

requirement. Many improvements were made along the time like
introduction of GPRS - mobile technology’ very own packet
overlay network. GPRS enabled transfer of MMS and Internet
Communication Services [3]. EDGE was another enhancement
for GSM systems increasing the data rates significantly.
Phenomenal growth and popularity of cellular technology induced
need for some technology standard that could stand its ground
in the face of rapidly changing service requirements. 3G was
envisioned as such a technology standard for next generation
communication systems. Standardization of 3G promised creation
of a universal infrastructure that would be not only downward
compatible but also able to support services in the far future.
Realization of such universal infrastructure needed that various
components of communication system like access technology,
transport technology, services and applications be isolated
from each other so that changes in one does not affect overall
performance of the network [4].
In 2000, before 3G was even deployed, work began to define
specifications of Fourth Generation Networks. 4G was perceived
as generation of wireless mobile internet. Handheld cellular
devices were no more just telephones; they were entrusted to take
full advantage of the Internet both through their service providers
(3G cellular technology) and wireless LAN and provide the same
quality of service as fixed LAN. Figure 1 shows the geographical
locations of the deployment of 2G, 3G and 4G.A brief comparison
of 1G to 4G technologies is given in Table 1.

Fig. 1: 2G, 3G, 4G LTE World Coverage Map July 2012

Table 1: Mobile Generation Technology Evolution
Features

1G

2G

3G

4G

5G

Data
Bandwidth

2 kbps

14.4-64 kbps

2 Mbps

200 Mbps to 1 Gbps for low mobility

1 Gbps and higher

Standards

AMPS

TDMA, CDMA, GSM, GPRS,
EDGE, 1xRTT

WCDMA, CDMA2000

Singleunified standard

Singleunified standard

Unified IP and seamless combination
of broadband, LAN/WAN/ PAN and
WLAN

Unified IP and seamless
combination of broadband,
LAN/WAN/PAN /WLAN
and wwww

Technology

Analog

Digital

Broad bandwidth
CDMA, IP technology

Service

Mobile
telephony
(voice)

Digital Voice, Short Messaging,
Highercapacity packetized

Integrated high quality
audio, video and data

Dynamic information access, wearable
devices

Dynamic information
access, wearable devices
with AI capabilities

Multiplexing

FDMA

TDMA,CDMA

CDMA

CDMA

CDMA

Switching

Circuit

Circuit for access network & air
interface; Packet for core network
and data

Packet except circuit
for air interface

All packet

All packet

Core Network

PSTN

PSTN

Packet network

Internet

Internet
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II. Need of 5G
Since the advent of 3G in 2002, mobile users have developed
tendency of using the Internet on the fly. Number of mobile internet
subscribers has increased drastically since then and in 2010 they
surpassed fixed broadband subscribers. Fig. 2 reveals that by 2015,
number of mobile broadband subscribers would have reached
astonishing figure of 3.1 billion as compared to 848 million fixed
internet subscribers. Upcoming mobile wireless technologies
should, therefore, tailor their infrastructure and services to cope
with such huge number of subscribers.

Fig. 2: Millions of Mobile Versus Fixed Broadband Subscription
2010 to 2015
With the increase in number of subscribers and popularity of data
extensive mobile applications the overall traffic on wireless mobile
network is sure to rise. Fig. 3 shows that voice traffic growth is not
expected to rise anymore. As a matter of fact it has been almost
constant since 1G. 2G had limited data service and after 3G they
have almost went down to nothing. However, data traffic growth
on 3G/4G network, and in future on 5G network, are experiencing
phenomenal growth.

•
•
•
•
•

Better network security
Access to the Internet anytime and anywhere around the globe
with full multimedia features at better data rates than 4G
Availability of Artificial Intelligence inspired applications
Not harmful for human health
Economic services due to low cost of deployed
infrastructures

III. 5G Proposed Architecture
Fifth Generation (5G) mobile networks are in inception phase
yet. Deliberations are being carried out and proposals are being
made by both academia and industry to decide what services it
should offer and what feature must it possess. 5G technology can
be characterized by Pervasive Networking. It aims to provide
real world wise wireless web (WWWW) [4].Wireless and mobile
communication networks are progressing to an all-IP standard,
so there may be different Radio Access Technologies (RATs) in
future as compared to the ones presently in use but the common
thing or unifying technology behind this is IP. All-IP is an essential
characteristic of 4G standard for both access as well as core parts.
Similarly, a lot of efforts are also done to separate the transport
and service stratum in NGN. Thus the upcoming wireless and
mobile technologies need to fit within NGN. As the user terminals
are becoming highly computationally computable supporting
different complex functionalities, so 5G technology is expected
to be user centric as envisioned in [5]. In contrast to having simple
nodes on network side the upcoming technologies would require
smart nodes in network that can negotiate with user terminals for
providing necessary QoS, authentication, authorization, etc.
The details mentioned are based on one fundamental assumption
that the user terminal will be capable of accessing several RATs
at the same time from a single terminal device, this feature is now
a days also observed in reality. Further assumptions include, the
establishment of new entities in the network for making possible the
policy based routing among several IP tunnels and client terminal
devices by means of different RATs, being placed in the service
layer of network. Different approaches are also presented to make
the 5G network proposed architecture to be fully functional.

Fig. 3: Data Usage Trends for 2G, 3G and 4G

A. Interoperability of Heterogeneous Wireless
Networks
The main challenge in designing a client terminal is to manage
flexibility of using spectrum, needed space, power, etc. in a
given platform. New methodologies with re-configurability
would allow dynamic adaptation of system leading to efficiency
in spectrum, battery and other resource utilizations [9]. Review
of concepts pertaining to Heterogeneous Networks demand the
newly designed system to be at ease in operating among several
RATs without incorporating any modifications to them, rather
introducing certain control functionalities in the core network.
To meet application relevant requirements of users usually two
models for interoperability are considered:

Now let’s overlook the technical aspects of 5G technology, as
tabulated above, and see what’s new in this perspective technology
for an end user.
• Lower battery consumption
• Better coverage
• Higher data rates using multiple parallel data transfer paths
• Higher data rates during mobility (around 1Gbps)
• Better spectral efficiency using cognitive radio/software
defined radio techniques

1. Centralized Operator Access
It requires certain level of integration between RATs. Several
analysis are presented and different standards have been made in
defining the architecture connectivity levels for realizing a vertical
handover among several access techniques for constructing
heterogeneous domain [2-3]. It implies an interoperability protocol
for lower levels of communications in Radio Access. This technique
applies in cooperative networks or in those having RATs owned
by same operator, such networks have strict definitions of rules in
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context of vertical handovers with dependence on the conditions
in RANs or in accordance to operator preference.
B. Internet Model of Interoperability
It demands further development and refers to continuity of
service provisioning for independent RATs to user terminal, in
connectivity on network level. Thus, interoperability is done at
level common to all the RATs. It is more generic and would be
able to interoperate regardless of operators of user.
Both strategies tend to transfer client information transparently
among several user applications and the concerning application
servers, regardless of any modifications in the underlying diversity
techniques on access level. Each RAT is well engineered with
reference to maximum utilization of resources and has its own
Radio Resource Management mechanism (RRM); based on nature
of services required the system adapts for appropriate resources
allocation.
B. Interoperability Models pertaining to Heterogeneous
Wireless Environment
All-IP based network architecture for 5G has been proposed in [5].
It mainly comprises of a user terminal and several independent
autonomous RATs. Each user terminal views underlying access
techniques as an IP link to the outside world, with each radio
access technique providing a different radio interface [8].Concept
of 5G functional architecture is described in fig. 4.
The Physical and Data Link layer of OSI model define radio
access technologies, which are used for access provisioning to
Internet with certain QoS support mechanisms depending upon
the specific RAT. Network layer either IPv4 or IPv6 ensures the
routing mechanisms for the generated IP packets for different
sessions between client and servers and for application connections,
furthermore routing is required to be done according to policies
defined and provisions allowed for the user.
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simply closing a connection and opening a new one. This approach
is based on current internet communications and is not flexible
for use. So, a new layer is being proposed in [5] to resolve this
deficiency and accounting for abstraction levels of network access
techniques towards higher level layers in the protocol stack.
Functional architecture control system of the networks is being
introduced in [5], which can work in coordination with the user
terminal and can allow provisioning of network abstraction and
policy based packets routing. Furthermore being on internet side
it can determine QoS for each RAT.
Protocol setup incorporating new levels inside existing protocol
stack is proposed in architecture.
Abstraction at the network level is provided by means of IP tunnels
between client terminal and the policy router via available RATs.
Thus, an appropriate number of tunnels are created on the client
side via a number of available RATs, while client sets only a single
local IP with several sockets used for communication between
client applications and internet servers via RATs. Virtual network
layer protocol is responsible for tunnel selection and packet routing.
Thus tunnel establishment to policy router for policy based routing
would be done immediately after getting IP connectivity across
any RAT. Conclusively, the basic function of virtual network level
is to provide tunnel establishment and maintain it.
C. Functional Entities and Functionalities Proposed in
Architecture
Virtual network layer being proposed in the architecture includes
functions relating connectivity, security, etc. initiated by the user
[7]. It is logically divided into several cooperative software
modules performing specific tasks. There are a few differences
among the functionalities of client and server to virtual network
layer.
On client side following functions are required [6]:
• RAT - CCSM (Connection Control Software Module)
• MQPBR (Mobile Quality Policy Based Router)
• SPME (Security and Policy Management Entity)
• ITHC (Inter-Tunnel Handover Control)
• QoS/QoE CM (Control Manager)
Policy Router side functions include [5]:
• MCCSM (Media Connection Control Software Module)
• CQPBR (Central Quality Policy Based Router)
• SPME (Security and Policy Management Entity)
• CPH (Client Profile Handler)
• QoS/QoE CM

Fig. 4: 5G Functional Architecture
Internet sockets are considered the end points for data
communication flows. To make possible the interoperability
among heterogeneous networks and allowing vertical handovers
among several RATs the local and destination IP addresses need
to be fixed and remain unchanged, with mobile user on one end
at least. Further preserving proper packets layout and reducing
packet losses, virtual circuits should be created.
Varying RAT in regular inter-system handovers means to update
local IP Address, also the variation of socket parameters mean an
update of socket i.e. closing a socket and opening a new one or
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Each software module has its own significance in the proposed
architecture and operability among these modules is possible
by precisely defined interfaces and link between peer protocol
modules. Network abstraction layer functionalities can be divided
as follows:
• To provide network abstraction, related to cooperative working
of RAT-CCSM and MCCSM being designed for masking of
IP level seen by each individual RAT. CCSM module on
the client side would use API interfaces to provide access
to appropriate modules from lower levels of RATs. By this
link information about improving connectivity of individual
RATs and received signal quality of corresponding RAT is
gathered. Thus, for each RAT the module has continuous
information of network and radio conditions. Tunnels are
made between RAT-CCSM at Client Side and MCCSM at
Policy Router Side. Tunnel formation is achieved by already
established IP connectivity of a specific RAT. Source IP for
the tunnel is obtained by establishing IP connectivity via
given RAT, whereas destination IP of tunnel in uplink is
loopback address of the module of MCCSM Policy Router.
RAT-CCSM module keeps performing continuous monitoring
of each RAT’s status in terms of radio signal quality and IP
connectivity through same network. Obtained information is
forwarded to ITHC module being used primarily for managing
handovers in transmission of data between established IP
tunnels. Secondarily link of this module also refe rs to routing
module, where policy based routing is determined on the
offered QoS, this interaction defines appropriate tunnel
interfaces within routing table. Tunnel establishment starts
with authentication and authorization between client terminal
device and the policy router.
• Routing policies based on determined QoS for access
techniques, achieved with the help of MQPBR and CQPBR
working in a cooperative fashion on both the user and server
side. Cooperation among these modules can be realized by an
appropriate protocol for routing that is designed specifically
for this purpose, with goals of prioritizing routes or routing
rules by means of tunnel interfaces inside the routing table.
Initiation and control of changes is achieved by MQPBR
client module cooperating with the ITHC module. MQPBR
module on client side presents client IP address being obtained
during authentication and authorization by SPME module.
Determination of client’s actual IP address will be marked
with McIP where it is an IP of the client terminal device
in a heterogeneous network being generated by the help of
SPME module and then forwarded to MQPBR client module
[6]. Communication of upper level protocols i.e. transport,
session and application is done by the help of user’s McIP
address seen as IP network address. Its significant feature
is the ability to perform coordinated routing among two
software modules depending upon application initiated by
client, meaning that the routing table would expand into a
three dimensional matrix with defined priorities for tunneling
interface for each application initiation.
• Associated with security procedures and policies management
for different users. SPME is triggered by RAT-CCSM to
carry proper user authentication and authorization for the
same approval to create a tunnel through the appropriate
technology. The process is completed by using any free IP
address being obtained through RAT towards a defined IP
address of the server on other side. RAT-CCSM transparently
forwards these packages to the network interfaces of the RATs
w w w. i j c s t. c o m

•

•

directly. After getting result of authentication and authorization
procedure, RAT-CCSM and MCCSM begins establishing an
IP tunnel or rejecting the request [6]. User terminal has all
information in a local storage whereas Policy Router stores
the information of clients in CPH. All information such as
authentication parameters, policies, etc. are stored in CPH
and also made available to RAT-CCSM, MQPBR, CQPBR
and ITHC modules. The RAT-CCSM module is allowed to
establish a tunnel, the McIP address is announced to MQPBR
and CQPBR modules whereas policies contained in CHP are
announced to ITHC for making decisions about handovers.
Associated with management mechanisms for measuring
parameters defining QoS/QoE. It is achieved by cooperative
working between client and server side QoS/QoE modules.
It continuously measures the qualitative parameters of RATs
giving a realistic measure of QoS to be expected from any
RAT lying on path between client and Policy Router. These
measurements are then forwarded to ITHC module for
handover decisions.
Dedicated only to the user, it ensures continuity of customer
service considering qualitative requirements of applications,
users and the network in the form of predefined policies or
knowledge gained from user services. On client side it is
represented as ITHC module, directly interacting with other
modules on virtual network layer. It continuously processes
RAT-CCSM data and is also directly connected to QoS/QoE
module receiving information about qualitative characteristics
of individual RATs. It also aims to decide which application
would use which RAT based on information received from
SPME. If handover is required, this module initiates the process
between tunnels connected with relevant access technologies.
The change of routes priorities for each application is done
by Policy Router on the network side.

Fig. 6: 5G Architecture - The NanoCare
IV. Architectural Features of 5G
To realize all the expected benefits of 5G wireless networks some
new architectural approaches need to be adopted. In this section
some of the important architectural features of 5G are briefly
explained.
A. Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology is an application of Nano-Science in process
control to design functional systems at Nano-Scale. Miniaturization
of hardware circuitry is gaining more and more attention from
researchers and engineers not only because of cute little end
products and power efficiency but also because nanotechnology
can offer greater processing power and memory storage. Once
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this technology hits the manufacturing and process industry
with it is expected to revolutionize the whole electronic market.
Telecommunication industry will also be greatly influenced by
applications of nanotechnology because future mobile applications
require more computing power, memory storage and higher data
rates and current hardware technology is not able to meet these
requirements with little area and power cost. Nanotechnology
will have a substantial impact on mobile telephone devices and
core network of 5G [10].
B. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a model of ubiquitous and on-demand network
access to distributed and configurable computing resources like
storage, applications, services and servers with least management
efforts. It is technology that allows users to maintain data and use
applications remotely using internet and a central remote server.
In 5G, this central remote server could be a service provider. And
because of real WWWW access, this trend of using applications
and data remotely, without bothering to install them on a device,
is sure to soar high.
C. All IP-based Network
To converge different technologies to make a single unified 5G
core we need a common platform to interact. This can be realized
using flat IP architecture. The All-IP network is an evolution from
3GPP system to meet increasing demands of telecommunication
industry. Flat IP architecture can cope with users’ demands for real
time data applications delivered over mobile broadband networks.
The main focus of All-IP Network is to enhance packet switched
technology by providing a continued evolution and optimization
of the system concept to increase performance and decrease cost.
The key benefits of Flat IP architecture include low cost, universal
seamless access, improved user experience, reduced latency and
decoupling of radio access and core network evolution [10].
Although mobile telecommunication technology is leaping
forward towards better and better services for the customers on
competitive price, user’s expectations and involvement in mobile
subscriber’s community are increasing even further. According to a
study, within next few years, more than 10 billion fixed and mobile
devices are expected to be connected to the Internet whereas around
one billion are already connected [10]. To accommodate and serve
such an overwhelming number of users, flat IP architecture is the
only suitable approach.
D. IP-V6
To ensure smooth roaming for a mobile customer across various
networks, 5G will make full use of IP v6. Mobile user will be able
to connect to the Internet and access information which will be
modified on the go for the network being used. In 5G each device
is supposed to have a permanent home IP address plus a care-of IP
address which is changeable and is based on current location [11].
When some device needs to connect to another mobile device over
the Internet, it would send a packet to receiver’s home address. A
directory server on the home network will forward the packet to the
receiver on its care-off address and will inform the sender about
receiver’s current care-off address so that further communication
is done directly to the receiving device. This should enable TCP
session to be established and HTTP traffic to flow as receiver roams
across different type of networks. As this type of communication
needs numerous addresses and multiple layers of subnetting, IP
v6 is natural choice for this type of mobility.
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V. Risks and Challenges
Looking at the perspective features and services offered by 5G,
one gets quite fascinated about the power and abilities of this
technology. However, to achieve the full benefits of proposed
features of 5G there are some challenges to overcome and make
those features realizable. Below is brief discussion on some of
the important challenges for 5G technology.
A. Cognitive Radio
With the increasing number of mobile phone subscribers and
growing demand for better coverage and data rates, frequency
spectrum is becoming a scarce resource. So far, telecommunication
industry is relying dedicated frequency spectrum for mobile
communication. This spectrum is further divided into subspectrums and licensed to different service providers/operators. In
case this licensed spectrum runs out, despite its most efficient use,
there is need to find some other ways to increase availability. One
way is to use unlicensed spectrum, which is dedicated to other types
of communication, to cover the short fall in licensed spectrum.
However, doing so requires great care to be taken so that usage of
unlicensed spectrum does not degrade those communications for
which this spectrum was reserved. Unlicensed spectrum can act
as secondary spectrum for operator only if it is spare and unused.
This approach needs constant monitoring of unlicensed spectrum
and taking advantage of idle frequency channels. This approach
is called Cognitive Radio. The applicability of cognitive radio
in wireless mobile communication is relatively new concept and
further studies are needed to assess the viability and impact of
such usage.
B. Software Defined Radio
Cognitive Radio is a dynamic resource management technique
and is implemented in a distributed fashion. It relies on SoftwareDefined Radio which takes advantage of high processing power
of today’s hardware to develop multiband, multi-standard base
stations and terminals. Currently this is being done by the
infrastructure but it is expected that in future, terminals will be
able to adapt the air interface to the available access technology.
For 5G systems, software defined radio will play its role more
actively by enabling the terminals to configure dynamically
through software download. This approach can be very attractive
for manufacturers because they will be able to produce multiband, multi-standard hardware with far less development effort
and manufacturing cost.
C. Reconfigurable Interoperability
One of the most important aspects of 5G is that it offers ubiquitous
connectivity. Mobile users must be able to stay connected even if
they are moving across various wireless access networks. Different
operators may use different implementations of wireless access
networks [12]. Roaming through these heterogeneous networks
should not affect the quality of service. It requires that there
should be a seamless handover among different networks while
a subscriber is on the move. An innovative solution that guarantees
interoperability is presented by IEEE 802.21 standard. This standard
concentrates on handover facilitation among heterogeneous
wireless networks regardless of the type of medium. Such vertical
handover is referred to as Media Independent Handover in IEEE
802.21.
D. Network Energy Efficiency
Energy consumption has always been a pivotal issue in any electrical
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and electronic design. With the miniaturization of hardware battery
size has also been limited. Efficient use of available battery to
prolong the battery time has been focus of many researches. In
the past, energy efficiency of handheld devices was of paramount
interest but today energy consumption in radio access networks is
also receiving growing attention because energy cost constitute a
considerable fraction of overall operational cost for the operator.
If sufficiently energy efficient solution are figured out, reasonably
sized solar panel can replace diesel fueled generator resulting is
substantial cut down of operational cost.
E. Machine Type Communication
Rapid expansion of Machine Type Communication (MTC or
M2M) is not only a potential source of revenue for operators but
also a potential source of traffic on wireless networks. It is expected
that M2M devices are expected to outnumber ordinary mobile
phone subscribers by at least 2 to 1 in the near future [13]. Handling
such overwhelming traffic is sure to pose a great challenge for
the core network. Therefore, improvements in connection setup
and efficient handling of control signals in radio access network
for 5G technology are desperately needed.
VI. Comparison Between 4G and 5G
A brief comparison between 4G LTE Advanced and 5G Mobile
technology is given in Table 2.
Table 2: 4G and 5G Mobile Communication Comparison
Features

4G LTE Advanced

5G

Data
Bandwidth

Up to 1Gbps

1Gbps and Higher

Standards

Singleunified standard

Singleunified Standard

Technology

Unified IP and seamless
combination of
broadband, LAN/WAN/
PAN andWLAN

Unified IP and Seamless
combination ofbroadband,
LAN/WAN/PAN/WLAN and
www

Service

Dynamic information
access, wearable devices

Dynamic information access
wearable devices with
AIcapabilities

Multiplexing

CDMA

CDMA

Switching

All packet

All packet

Core Network

Internet

Internet

VII. 6G Cellular Networks
A prospective update in 5G networks leading to 6G networks
could be the integration of satellite communication networks with
the mobile communicational networks. According to the mobile
communications technologies evolution trends, 6G is expected to
arrive in 2030. This integration would lead to coverage on global
scale. Since satellite networks provide abundant number of services
including navigation, weather prediction, telecommunication, etc.
thus taking the services in 6G networks to extend further in terms of
telephony, location identification, multimedia, high-speed internet
connectivity, resource monitoring, etc. [17].
VIII. Conclusion
In this survey paper we discussed the technology evolution trends
seen from 1G to 4G mobile communication. We go through the
needs for the 5G technology expected in 2020 and stated the
details gathered from several ongoing studies in this area referring
to architecture, requirements, etc. A detailed functionality based
architecture and prospective features of the 5G technology are
mentioned. We also did comparison between 4G and 5G networks
w w w. i j c s t. c o m

in terms of radio access technologies, core network architecture,
and prospect services. The proposed architecture can provide
internet to everyone, anytime, anywhere at a very high network
data rate of up to 1Gbps.
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